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Largo.ai is AI based SAAS platform which 

basically makes life of movie makers/

directors easy to analyze their script, 

video post/pre production along with 

detailed analysis of budget as well.

CASE STUDY



Increase the impact of your content by using Largo.

Next Generation Storytelling



Largo.ai is AI based SAAS platform which basically makes life of 

movie makers/directors easy to analyze their script, video post/pre 

production along with detailed analysis of budget as well.

This tool uses stronger AI analyses to read the script and video. After 

uploading the script or video, the AI will auto read and analyze how 

much % of Action, Drama, Comedy, etc. is there in this story script.

The AI further help to suggest the relevant actors as well as provide 

the estimated expense to make the Movie further.
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Problem Statement


Are you a movie producer or director who  is trying to pitch your next project to a 

production company or film distributor? Well, if you have done so before, you will 

know that the movie pitch is one of the most difficult parts of the business.

Pitching a film of any kind is not only a daunting experience but also often 

involves trying to pitch your project to people that you don’t know. While you will 

know the strengths of your project, and no doubt be passionate about its potential, 

it is very hard to know what the people you are pitching to are looking for. Often, it 

only takes a single impassioned answer, or the failure to answer the question 

comprehensively, to doom the meeting.

Ask any producer out there and they will regale you with endless stories of failed 

pitches where either they got it wrong or they got the producer or distributor from hell.



Problem Solution

Having analyzed hundreds of thousands of movies in depth, and correlated 

how specific elements of those films have resonated with different 

audiences around the globe, the AI systems are able to derive accurate 

insights in regard to new projects as early as the script phase.

Since these insights are derived from such a large pool of data, 

they are more accurate than any human ‘hunch’ or perspective. 

This means that they can be considered much better ‘evidence’ 

when analyzing any given project’s suitability.


Genre Recipes


Gross Predictions (by region)


Actor Suggestion


Gender Onscreen Time Ratios.


Examples of AI-assisted Moviemaking Tools:




Project Features


Largo is proud to announce the updates to its SaaS platform that will empower 

filmmakers with new tools that will give them further insights throughout each 

step of their movie production.

Genre Recipes


Demographics & Suitability 


Age SuitabilityTab


Character analysis


Similar Films Analysis


Financial Forecasts


View Script


Analysis Parameters



Examples of AI-assisted Moviemaking Tools:




Genre Recipe

This section allows the producers, film makers to upload their scripts and leave it for our AI to suggest the genre 

of their script. Based on the suggestion the film makers can modify their scripts accordingly.




Compare with Another film

Want to compare your  film and script with other available on our platform ? 

We have developed a section which gives detail report of this as well.



Demographics & Suitability

With our AI now you can per-evaluate how will your script will impact a particular age group and location as well



Character Appearance & Character analysis

This section helps the script writers to analyze the impact of each character in the movie and on the basis of this they 

can chose the actors accordingly



Similar Films Analysis

This section analysis all the similar scripts we already have based on our script and it also shows their performance, 

impact on the audience. 





Financial Forecasts

Our Financial forecaster analysis the funds that are required to make the movie based on script, location etc.



Movie Planner

Want to plan the movie based on the weather, location, availability of actors etc ? We got a solution 

for you to do this via movie planner.



Project technology



Vue js

Python

Laravel
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